then come up with what you consider is an appropriate rate for your users for each instrument. You want to encourage use of the facilities rather than discourage them. The rate has to be-and this is what the bookkeepers have a hard time understanding-it has to be affordable. It has to be enticing. It cannot appeal to only those people who have a grant. It has to be appropriate for the new faculty members and others with minimal funding as well.
In preparation for this talk I sent 15 questions to two individuals whose job it is to help design recharge systems for centers throughout the university. They are supposed to know the answers. They passed them through our costing center people to try to get answers that would be acceptable to the university business office. Now these are the type of answers with no flexibility. The university wants to have policies that the granting agencies will find satisfactory if they are audited. The questions I gave and answers I received are as follows.
Identical Rates:
One major problem is satisfying requirements of granting agencies. Granting agencies want the rates to be identical for all users. This is across the board--NSF, NIH, DOE--whatever. They want to make sure that their funded users are paying the same as everybody else. They want also the full documentation and justification for the rates charged.
Question 1:. Can you have different rates at different times (Day vs night vs weekends)? -Possibly, providing costs are different at different times such as whether or not personnel are available for assistance. You have to be able to justify having different rates.
Question 2: Can you have daily or monthly rates for a set number of hours or unlimited use?
This came up on the listserver recently, where a department or a laboratory paid a certain amount and they essentially got unlimited use for the specified time period. This can be used as a marketing tool; but you cannot recover funds based on this scheme and satisfy the federal granting agencies. You can say you have a monthly rate as an upfront payment for time but it must be based on a specific number of hours of use. If they go over it, they have to pay more money. If they go under it, then you have to give them a refund. You have to bill for exact time used.
Question 3: Can a department/center buy into a facility and get preferential rates? The initial buy-in can be used as a subsidy to offset the standard rates. But you must base that buy-in amount on the anticipated use. The center users then pay a discounted rate. The subsidy plus what the users in that department pay must equal the standard rate.
Question 4: Can some pieces of equipment be charged "hourly" while others are billed monthly or annually for unlimited use? Perhaps you want to charge for the larger items that have costly service contracts but do not want to worry about keeping track of smaller items. "Unlimited use" is the key. You may be able to do this for external customers but not for internal or sponsored programs in-house. Federal agencies require the tracking so users must be charged for actual use. So, there goes that scheme to make our life a little easier.
Determination of rates.
You derive an hourly rate based on the cost of the instrument. You total the expenses to maintain an instrument versus anticipated use and come up with a rate.
Question 5: Can you combine uses and costs associated with similar instruments that may not have equivalent use to derive an hourly rate? This is probably okay as long as you combine total use for both with total costs. It would result in a higher rate for the more heavily used instrument. For instance, you have two very similar TEMs but want to put most of the load on one and conserve the other. In this way when one is replaced the other will still be in good condition as a back-up.
Question 6: Can reasonable rates be set to encourage use of less desirable instruments to balance use? This is a situation where you have an older SEM and a new field emission SEM with all the bells and whistles. You want those who do not need the FESEM to use the older SEM and keep access to the FESEM for those that really need it. Also the older SEM is not on service contract but is maintained internally, so has minimal costs associated with it.
So how are we going to convince the accountants that we need to not only charge for the use of this low-end instrument, but justify that the field emission scope is getting a lot more use but charges need to be based on more than just use hours. If we were to charge based on use hours and service contract costs, I would end up charging $10/ hr for this peak instrument and then give the other one away for free. My accounting people said "Yes, it is possible to pool funds to balance the use of similar instrumentation. " I need to convince my accountants-luckily they don't know one instrument from another-that they are similar instruments. I can justify lower rates on the older instrument based on age that will encourage people to use it when they don't need the high-end instrument and distribute over-all use. new faculty to come in and use the facility but they hesitate, not knowing if the techniques will work for them. You cannot build reduced fees into your rate. You can't give away free time (or even partially-free) services. Your users have to get seed funding from somewhere-that is what start-up funds are for. It has to be identical rates for everybody that uses the instruments. So, how do you handle it? We often bend a bit to help encourage use by not charging full labor rates for new technique development. This will help multiple users down the road so it can be written off to some extent.
How are Salaries handled?
Question 8: How can you account for technician's time for non-billable activities?
How do you account for all the routine chores such as general lab maintenance, making stock solutions, keeping records, going to the library to hunt-up new techniques. Staff must be able to take a coffee or bathroom break! In most cases, technical assistant's rates are already burdened with costs that cannot be charged to a specific project. Vacation time, sick time, all these other things that add to fringe benefits are all tied in to rate systems if you are trying to recuperate a technician's salary.
You can tie in labor with certain specific activities like fixation or embedding or sectioning. An additional assistance rate or "facility charge" can be charged for consulting during imaging or training equipment users. But this still leaves you with a lot of time that is really not billable to a specific person or a specific project. And that raises the rate for every project that has to be done. I think you all agree that it is really difficult to recover technicians' salaries through recharge.
Question 9: So what if salaries are covered by internal sources and not considered part of the re-charge recovery? Can you still charge a technical fee for assistance? Luckily, I'm in a situation where we have a couple of major salaries that are paid for by some of the colleges within the university. So we have these paid but we have some people come in as multi-users that do all their own work. We have a lot of people come in for service and they do none of their own work. You cannot recover salaries from internal sources and also charge for it through re-charge. So even though our salaries are paid, we are legally not allowed to charge for our time if we go in and do everything for somebody else.
How can this be handled? Well, it may be possible to charge a consulting or facility fee for additional services rather than a labor fee. This has to be based on the fact that more overhead is being attributed to these projects so it should be passed on to that specific investigator. So there are some ways to do it, but it is in the gray side of totally legal. What about the use of facilities by or for external customers? This would include external not-for-profit as well as for-profit entities. Now, my particular college was trying to do this rate scheme with the understanding that everybody had to be charged the same fee. The only difference between internal and external was indirect costs. All right? And I'm saying that is ridiculous. If I'm charging the person $30 internal, that would be $45 for an external client, which is well below commercial rate. We shouldn't be doing that. "Well, " the answer was, "I guess you'll have to set your rates to the commercial rate and then the internal people will just have to find some way to subsidize their research. " Obviously this was incorrect and has since been corrected.
Question 10: Can you use equipment purchased using federal funds for external work?
You certainly can provide external access under certain conditions according to Grants General Conditions #215.34 that is applicable for all federal funding. During the time the equipment is used for the project or program for which it was acquired, the recipient can make it available to other people as long as it doesn't interfere with the original projects for which the grant was funded. However, the grant recipient shall not use equipment acquired by federal funds to provide services to non-federal outside organizations for a fee that is less than private companies charge for equivalent services unless specifically authorized by Federal statute, for as long as the Federal Government retains an interest in the equipment.
Question 11: What limitations are there on the rates for external users? All external rates justifications should be based on comparisons with other universities offering similar services in a reasonably close geographic location. If there is not a market rate to go on, than it depends on your institution's policy. We have no commercial providers in our area so we have to set something that is reasonable. We also have to take into consideration that we do not want to undercut other universities with similar equipment. Our institution suggests three times the internal rate plus indirect costs, which is 52%. This rate becomes much closer to what is reasonable in a commercial setting.
Question 12: Can there be a two-tiered rate for non-profit and for-profit institutions?
This can be done according to the costing people within my institution but it may differ with your organization. An example would be: Not-for-profit: internal rate + IDC or For-profit: market or multiplied rate + IDC If the rates are identical, external sources are going to go to the place where they feel the most comfortable; where they are getting what they feel is the best service. So if you can provide the service, you will have the audience.
Question 13: Can recharge centers make a profit? No, recharge centers are not supposed to make a profit or accumulate surplus funds. According to federal granting agencies, rates are to be based on actual costs associated with use. At the end of the fiscal year, we are supposed to be even within a few percent. Plus, it is not possible to purchase new or replace old capital equipment. Capital equipment for us is anything over $2,500. So how are we going to deal with this? Right now for biology there is not a grant program out there other than NIH or NSF major research instrumentation. Neither is appropriate for requesting a $50,000 microtome. Question 14: So assuming that, due to external use, the recharge center brings in more funds than is allowed, can these extra funds be used to purchase new or replace capital equipment? Yes, it can. You can use external funds as long as the external people are not using federal or state funds. Question 15: Is it possible to have a surplus account where additional revenues can accumulate over a number of years to purchase equipment that is more expensive? The initial response was that you can do this but only if the surplus funds are from external customers. However, faculty members from our Management School reviewed this, and concluded that it is only reasonable business practice to front load a new instrument that is in high demand, and bank some of the revenue to pay for upkeep of that instrument when it is older and demand decreases. Our institution is reviewing some of these policies and time will tell if we can do this.
Other Considerations for External Use
Duty-free equipment entry: This is the where our Department of Commerce and U. S. Customs comes in. If you want to get dutyfree instruments in, you need to fill out an application stating that this equipment is going to be used for academic, non-profit use only. It has to be approved by Commerce and by Customs in advance. Once approved, Customs needs to send verification to submitters so you know everything is okay. Commerce will need a copy of the Custom Entry Summary Form 7501.This is sent to Commerce by the submitter's import broker when the instrument has arrived. Then Commerce tells Customs that it is okay and Customs will finally admit it duty-free.
The paper work has to originate from the institution that is purchasing the instrumentation. The companies will certainly help you by telling you what is required, but they cannot originate it. It is being brought in and paid for by your funds and so you need to get it through Customs.
Restrictions on duty-free entry: Scientific equipment brought in duty-free is not to be used for-profit work for a period of five years after import. Some universities that know that their equipment is going have a large external user base will bring instruments in and pay the duty on them. If you want to be able to do external work legally on a new instrument for for-profit companies, you must pay the duty on it.
The duty can vary based on instrument and country of origin. And whether there are trade agreements with specific companies. For instance, duty is 3.5% of the sale price for anything from the European Union based on the final selling price.
Most of the above responses are based on institution interpretation of federal guidelines. Institutional and interpretation are the key words here. They vary from one institution to another. If a functionary at your institution says something that you don't understand, than ask for it in writing. Often the interpretation of the rules of the institution is a personal interpretation and not based on what is really there but what they think is there. So, do not be afraid to question your people.
Question: Can there be special rates for specific investigators?
This is a major problem. Occasionally an investigator will provide some research justification for a grant and then ask for preferential rates since they helped get the equipment. My response is that this is an institutional responsibility for individual faculty to help provide facilities for both their needs and their colleagues. So, no, they will not get preferential rates. If the equipment is in this facility and we are maintaining it and training people, then everyone pays the same amount. Otherwise, we will be in violation of the federal funding agency guidelines.
Question: What about external users who collaborate with an internal investigator or gives grants to someone within the institution. Do they pay internal or external rates?
They would pay the same rates that any internal person would as long as they have an internal funding code or an internal grant. We do charge academic institutions-external academic institutionsmore than internal investigators because they are not the ones that went out and got the equipment. They pay less than commercial users because I make sure they do; not because my rating people think they should. I feel that if you are collaborating with somebody that is in the university and you can arrange to transfer funds to that individual, the university will take out the overhead from that money just like for any other grant.
Question: Do investigators from institution B have to pay overhead to institution A when using facilities at A if they use federal grant funds from which their institution B has already removed overhead?
According to our institution, anybody that is outside has to pay to support our institution. Indirect rates are to pay for the electricity, the heat, the maintenance of our building, etc. The equipment is in our institution and if they are using our building, they have to pay it. They are going to have to work that out with the granting agency on their end.
Question: Is there any way to get around this double billing? Our institution will waive indirect rates for any company, profit or nonprofit, if the total amount charged during the fiscal year is under $10,000. As soon as it gets over $10,000, they pay indirect on the entire amount from dollar one. In this way we can accommodate an occasional project, if they want to go through the paperwork of getting this done. It has to go through our Grants and Contract Office and be officially accepted in order to be able to do it.
Question: What about internal people who are actually doing research for a private company?
We have a lot of people within the university who have private for-profit companies. If I am aware that somebody is doing research directly for that for-profit company, they pay external rates. Sometimes you don't know because they have staff that works half for the university and half for the company. But most of them are very cooperative and understand that they should pay external rates for proprietary company research.
Question: Can an internal unit such as a research department or center arrange for subsidized rates for their staff?
You can charge reduced rates to the investigator and then charge the remainder of the standard rates to the internal unit. They're still paying standard rates. It is a matter of from where the money comes. A unit within the university is subsidizing them. This type of arrangement is common as part of a start-up package for new faculty.
Question: What happens if you make more than your expenses in a single year?
Well, our university does allow us to carry over a certain percentage. And, quite frankly, they don't necessarily determine every single fiscal year, exactly what it is as long as it's not a ridiculous amount. When I've had a major surplus, I've gone ahead and prepaid service contracts or ear-marked the funds for this purpose. I also buy extra supplies and non-capital equipment such as upgrading computers.
Question: How do you determine charges for specific equipment or services?
You have to use multiple years. You can't use one. I'm trying to get them to use a five-year period to determine a consistent use pattern.
Question: How can you handle maintenance costs when use declines as an instrument ages?
Check out the article that appeared in the July 2007 issue of Microscopy Today entitled: Developing a Financial Plan for the Long-term "Care and Feeding" of Major Equipment by Professor Charlene Sullivan and Alberto Rodriguez. This is an analysis of rate systems done by a member of our Krannert School of Management. The data was gathered from many microscopy labs throughout the USA and abroad.
There is a chart that shows the usage of a new microscope and what happens to use and rates as the microscope ages based on the cost of maintaining that instrument. You get to a point where it crosses the line. At some point, as the instrument ages, it starts costing you more to maintain the instrument than you can expect to get in revenue. The author's take on this is that we need to front-load the cost of an instrument and squirrel away some of those funds, so that we can pay for the service contract on that instrument when the luster has worn off. This is something that has to be an institutional policy. n
